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Dozens hope to replace Centinela Valley’s ousted Superintendent
Jose Fernandez
By Rebecca Kimitch , The Daily Breeze DailyBreeze.com

More stories .investigating the Centinela Valley

Roughly 40 people have already applied to permanently replace ousted Centinela Valley Superintendent
Jose Fernandez, who came under fire when it was revealed he received one of the highest compensation
packages in the state, worth well over $660,000.

The firm hired by the district to assist in the search for Fernandez’s replacement is in the process of
narrowing down the applicant pool, interim Superintendent Bob Cox said Wednesday. A slate of
candidates will be presented to the board for interviews in January and a new permanent superintendent
won’t likely take the reins until the end of February, he said.

The search firm spent last month interviewing teachers, parents, staff and other district stakeholders and
compiled  of sought-after characteristics for the next superintendent. Topping that list area list
collaborative, transparent and highly visible — all traits that Fernandez’s critics said he lacked.

The school board  in August amid the public outcry against him and following an internalfired Fernandez
investigation into his compensation, which in addition to his salary included an unusual low-interest loan to
purchase a house and large life insurance policies.

As the board awaits a new district chief, its members voted Tuesday to keep their own leader, Hugo Rojas,
in the president’s seat.

“Since he works in the evening, he has a lot of time to be at the schools during the day. He is out there
talking to kids and he gives us a lot of good information,” board member Lorena Gonzalez said.

However, during its annual restructuring session, the board did decide to name a new vice president and
clerk. Gonzalez will replace Gloria Ramos as board vice president and Rocio Pizano will, in turn, replace
Gonzalez as board clerk.
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The board typically reorganizes in December “to start fresh in January,” Gonzalez said.

Rojas, however, first took the gavel in April in an  at the height of the turmoil over Fernandez.unusual move
At a meeting that month, the board unexpectedly ousted Maritza Molina from the president’s seat and
placed Rojas there. Molina had made several public comments in support of Fernandez and his
compensation.

The board also was scheduled Tuesday to consider contract extensions for the district’s three assistant
superintendents — Cox, Ron Hacker and Allan Mucerino; however, that decision was postponed.

“It is not that we are unhappy with them. We are very happy with how they have stepped up to the plate
and taken over since this whole ordeal with Jose Fernandez. But I didn’t feel like I had all the information I

needed to make a decision. And others agreed,” Gonzalez said.
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needed to make a decision. And others agreed,” Gonzalez said.

The contract amendments, which would extend the contracts another year — through June 30, 2016 —
were proposed as a way to bring stability to the district as it transitions to a new permanent superintendent,
according to the board agenda.

Reach the author at  .Rebecca.Kimitch@sgvn.com
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